Statistical inference for correlated data in ophthalmologic studies.
In ophthalmologic studies, each subject usually contributes important information for each of two eyes and the values from the two eyes are generally highly correlated. Previous studies showed that test procedures for binary paired data that ignore the presence of intraclass correlation could lead to inflated significance levels. Furthermore, it is possible that asymptotic versions of these procedures that take the intraclass correlation into account could also produce unacceptably high type I error rates when the sample size is small or the data structure is sparse. We propose two alternatives for these situations, namely the exact unconditional and approximate unconditional procedures. According to our simulation results, the exact procedures usually produce extremely conservative empirical type I error rates. That is, the corresponding type I error rates could greatly underestimate the pre-assigned nominal level (e.g. (empirical type I error rate/nominal type I error rate) 0.8). On the other hand, the approximate unconditional procedures usually yield empirical type I error rates close to the pre-chosen nominal level. We illustrate our methodologies with a data set from a retinal detachment study.